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The Route
(includes one courthouse per circuit)

Track Your Progress in Steps,
Distance, or Active Minutes!

We will start in the First Circuit and travel east
through the panhandle before heading south
through the circuits of the west coast. Next,
we'll loop around the bottom of the state and
then move north through the east coast and
central circuits, ending in the Fourth Circuit.

All activity counts : biking, walking, running,
swimming, circuit-training, etc.
If you can't track in steps or distance, just send
us your active minutes (and activity level), and
we'll convert it:
• 25 minutes of moderate activity = I mile
• 15 minutes of strenuous activity = I mile
• 60 minutes at a standing desk = I mile
Participants will self-report once a week via email.
Interested members should email ftcsaa.newsletter@gmail.com to sign up!

A Circuit of the Circuits
Week One
Total Distance Virtually
Traveled:
Top 5 Contributors

965.42 miles

Dean Hendrick

Average Distance Traveled:

Amber Westcott

21.45 miles

Eric Weisberg
De’Anne Jackson
Mary McEwen

***Reminder***
Don’t forget to send in your
Week Two data by April 17,
2018!

Did You Know?
The average moderately
active person walks
approximately 7,500 steps
a day, which is the lifetime
equivalent of walking
around the earth five
times.

A Circuit of the Circuits
Top 5 Contributors
Dean Hendrick (5th Cir.)
Phil Green (11th Cir.)
Amber Westcott (10th Cir.)

Week Two
Distance Virtually Traveled:
1115.45 miles

Whitnae Hallbauer (1 st Cir.)
Adele Gibson (1 st Cir.)

Circuits Completed

1
Total Distance: 2056.86 miles

***Reminder***
Don’t forget to send in your
Week Three data by
April 24, 2018!

Average Distance Traveled:

23.73 miles
Feeling Stressed?
Read. Getting lost in a
book can lower levels of
cortisol or other unhealthy
stress hormones by
67 percent.

A Circuit of the Circuits
Top 5 Contributors
Dean Hendrick (5th Cir.)
Amber Westcott (10th Cir.)
Phil Green (11th Cir.)

Week Three
Distance Virtually Traveled:
1063.20 miles

Whitnae Hallbauer (1 st Cir.)
Adele Gibson (1 st Cir.)

Circuits Completed

2
Total Distance: 3144.06 miles

***Reminder***
Don’t forget to send in your
Week Four data by
May 1, 2018!

Average Distance Traveled:

25.31 miles
Did You Know?
Chocolate is good for your
skin. Its antioxidants
improve blood flow and
protect against UV
damage.

A Circuit of the Circuits
Top 5 Contributors
Dean Hendrick (5th Cir.)
Phil Green (11th Cir.)
Amber Westcott (10th Cir.)

Week Four
Distance Virtually Traveled:
1195.99 miles

Whitnae Hallbauer (1st Cir.)
Eric Weisberg (17th Cir.)

Circuits Completed

3
Total Distance: 4356.32 miles

***Reminder***
Don’t forget to send in your
Week Five data by
May 8, 2018!

Average Distance Traveled:
26.00 miles

Rough Day at Work?
Take a walk or head to the
gym! Exercise can reduce
stress and boost the
body’s ability to deal
with existing mental
tension.

A Circuit of the Circuits
Week Five
Distance Virtually Traveled:
Top 5 Contributors
Dean Hendrick (5th Cir.)

1173.91 miles

Katie Curham (5th Cir.)

Average Distance Traveled:

Phil Green (11th Cir.)

27.95 miles

Amber Westcott (10th Cir.)
Lisa Kovalsky (11th Cir.)

Circuits Completed: 3
Total Distance: 5540.57 miles

***Reminder***
Don’t forget to send in your
Week Six data by
May 15, 2018!

Did You Know?
Writing things out by
hand can help you
better remember
them.

A Circuit of the Circuits
Top 5 Contributors
Dean Hendrick (5th Cir.)
Katie Curham (5th Cir.)
Phil Green (11th Cir.)

Week Six
Distance Virtually Traveled:
1215.55 miles

Amber Westcott (10th Cir.)
Lisa Kovalsky (11th Cir.)

Circuits Completed

4
Total Distance: 6800.32 miles

***Reminder***
Don’t forget to send in your
Week Seven data by
May 22, 2018!

Average Distance Traveled:

30.39 miles

Feeling Stressed?
Eat a few slices of
watermelon! Watermelon
contains vitamin B6, which
our bodies use to produce the
brain chemicals that relieve
stress and anxiety.

A Circuit of the Circuits
Top 5 Contributors
Dean Hendrick (5th Cir.)
Katie Curham (5th Cir.)
Phil Green (11th Cir.)

Week Seven
Distance Virtually Traveled:
1200.31 miles

Amber Westcott (10th Cir.)
Jennifer Mooney (13th Cir.)

Circuits Completed

5
Total Distance: 8000.64 miles

***Reminder***
Don’t forget to send in your
Week Eight data by
May 29, 2018!

Average Distance Traveled:

29.28 miles

Did You Know?
If you are an optimist, it could
help you live longer! According
to a study published in the
European Heart Journal,
optimistic people have less
chance of suffering from heart
disease.

A Circuit of the Circuits
Top 5 Contributors
Dean Hendrick (5th Cir.)
Katie Curham (5th Cir.)
Phil Green (11th Cir.)

Week Eight
Distance Virtually Traveled:
1185.94 miles

Amber Westcott (10th Cir.)
Lisa Kovalsky (11th Cir.)

Circuits Completed

6
Total Distance: 9186.57 miles

***Reminder***
Don’t forget to send in your
Week Nine data as soon as
possible!

Average Distance Traveled:

32.05 miles

Did You Know?
A study led by researchers
from the Harvard School of
Public Health found that
drinking coffee may reduce
the risk of depression in
women.

A Circuit of the Circuits
Week Nine*
Distance Virtually Traveled:
670.05 miles
Top 5 Contributors
Dean Hendrick (5th Cir.)
Katie Curham (5th Cir.)
Jennifer Mooney (13th Cir.)
Phil Green (11th Cir.)

Average Distance Traveled:
19.14 miles
*5/27-5/30

Amber Westcott (10th Cir.)

Did You Know?

Circuits Completed

6
Total Distance: 9929.84 miles

More than 44,000 Americans
committed suicide in 2016, which
was more than 2.5 times the number
of recorded homicides. In fact,
suicide is the 10th leading cause of
death in the U.S.
If you or someone you know needs
help, the National Suicide
Prevention Lifeline is a great
resource.

Around the Circuits in Sixty Days
Earlier this year, the FTCSAA Board decided to participate in the “Healthy Hour Challenge,” which is
sponsored by the Florida Voluntary Bar Liaison Committee. The “Healthy Hour Challenge” encourages
all voluntary bars to host an event focused on health and wellness for its membership and to submit its
event for consideration as “Most Creative Event” or “Most Well-Attended Event.” Winners of the
challenge will be announced at the Voluntary Bar Leaders Conference, to be held on July 13-14, 2018.
The Board recognized that our participation would need to be creative in that our members are scattered
all around Florida. Therefore, we created “A Circuit of the Circuits,” which sought to see how many
times the participating staff attorneys could virtually travel the twenty judicial circuits of Florida in sixty
days.
The challenge began on April 1, 2018, and ended on May 30, 2018. As predicted by one board member,
fifty staff attorneys joined our challenge. Each was responsible for tracking his or her exercise and selfreporting once a week. Participants were encouraged to report in steps or distance how far they walked,
ran, biked, or swam and the number of minutes that they were active and their activity level, which was
converted into a distance. Participants could also report the time that they spent standing at their desks,
which counted as one mile for every hour.
All of that data was collected and crunched by Caitlin McCaffrey, a staff attorney and the First DCA
Representative on FTCSAA’s Board. She produced weekly reports of our collective progress and
reported the top weekly five participants. Her reports also included a useful or interesting wellness fact.
The Board also encouraged participants to submit photographs of participants taking part in the
challenge. We received about thirty-five pictures; voting on these photos will occur at a later time.
During the sixty-day challenge, the fifty staff attorneys who participated virtually traveled 9929.84 miles,
and we were just shy of completing seven entire “circuits.” This was well beyond the expectations and
predictions of the Board. Dean Hendrick of the Fifth Circuit, who uses a stationary bike daily, completed
an entire circuit by himself! His tips and advice are included in this issue’s No Judgment column. The
Board considers this project a huge success and would like to thank all participants who completed this
challenge. We hope that all of you enjoyed getting to work out together across the circuits and made a
few new friends along the way. A huge “thank you” also goes out to Caitlin for coming up with this
marvelous idea and for tackling this project. Great job, Caitlin!

No Judgment
As expected given the last installment of No Judgment, this quarter’s No Judgment will continue to address
The Florida Bar’s recent campaign regarding health and wellness within the legal profession. Please
remember that The Florida Bar has a Mental Health and Wellness Web Center, available at
https://webauthp1.floridabar.org/member/healthandwellnesscenter. This can be an invaluable resource
for staff attorneys.
In the last newsletter, we asked you, our fellow trial court staff attorneys, to send in your best tips and
advice for staying healthy and dealing with stress. The Circuit Courterly Team thought that our leading
participant, Dean Hendrick, would have some good tips and advice, so we reached out to him directly.
Here’s what he told us:
A big part of why my numbers are so large is that I get my cardio from a stationary
bike. On a good day I can go 24 miles in an hour with pretty decent resistance, which is a
lot more than someone who is running or using an elliptical is going to be able to do in
the same amount of time. I didn't plan that out specifically for the challenge (I switched
from running to biking when I got my gym membership about a year and a half ago,
mostly because it's easier on my feet and I don't have to deal with the weather), but the
fact the challenge is based on distance instead of time or calories burned does work
slightly in my favor.
Other than that, I think it's mostly that I've made exercise part of my routine. I was
already going to the gym almost every day before the challenge. It's a way for me to
unwind after work - just me and my music - and I genuinely enjoy myself once I get into
it (the first 10-15 minutes or so while I'm still getting warmed up can still be a bit of a
struggle). I'm also a very goal oriented person, so the challenge has helped by giving me
something to aim for. Since it started I've gone from about 5 hours a week to around 6
and a half while increasing my average speed; I've also been more consistent about doing
a 3-5 minute cooldown afterwards.
In addition to Dean’s advice, a colleague from the First Circuit indicated that exercise was “the best way
[for her] to reduce stress.” She further explained
I do martial arts and weight lifting, which I find particularly good for stress relief, but
sometimes I find it relaxing to just go for a walk.
If you don’t lift weights, consider doing some sort of weight training, even if you just
start with body weight. Studies show high muscle mass may improve longevity. Grip
strength is another indicator of longevity. Get strong!
Two of my favorite fruits for workout recovery:
Pineapple is supposed to reduce inflammation and joint pain.
Eating watermelon before exercise is supposed to help relieve post-exercise
muscle soreness.
Other members also agreed that exercise, whether cardio, weight-lifting, kickboxing, or yoga, is also an
excellent stress-relief outlet. It seems that many of our members experience regular or daily stress
because of their job or personal life. So if you aren’t already trying to tackle your stress with exercise, you
may want to give it a try!
As we all know, our desk job and personal responsibilities often limit our efforts to stay active, and some
members provided advice related to this obstacle. Some work out during their lunch hour, and others

utilize their breaks to go for short walks. Some circuits have even purchased standing desks for their
employees to reduce the amount of time that they sit.
In addition to exercise, some staff attorneys claimed that cuddling with their pets was the best way to
unwind after a stressful day at work. Others suggested taking a few minutes at work to practice
meditation or deep breathing exercises as it made them feel centered and calm. And if you’re feeling
completely burnt out, use a vacation day (or maybe even just an hour or two) to get out of the office and
do something just for yourself.
As always, The Circuit Courterly appreciates everyone who sent in advice and tips.
***Do you have a question or need insight from your colleagues? It can be substantive, procedural, or ethical. Or, do you
have a question about our organization? We are happy to provide as much insight as we possibly can! Please send any
questions to ftcsaa.nojudgment@gmail.com. And if you would like your name to be left out of the newsletter, please indicate
so.

How this Wellness Challenge Personally Motivated
and Inspired Me
By Crystal M. Ecker
Prior to the FTCSAA health and wellness challenge, I had wanted to lose weight, and I was trying to go to
the gym a few times a week. But I didn’t have a workout regimen or eating plan. If I missed the gym, I just
told myself that I would try to go the next day. And if I ate poorly, I just told myself to try again tomorrow.
It was, at best, a very nonchalant effort that was producing very little to no results.
Then, after seeing what some of my colleagues, who have the same 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. desk job that I have, can
do in a week, and realizing my long-anticipated cruise vacay was just around the corner, I got motivated.
And my husband did too.
We decided that for the three-ish months before our cruise, we would go all in. He found a ninety-day
body transformation workout schedule that told you exactly what to do on which days. And he knew that
I would need more motivation with the mental aspect of this working out and eating right, so he found an
excellent book—Maximus Body. This book really tackles the mental and psychological components while
also providing a formula for caloric and macro intake, dozens of workouts, and the proper way to perform
basic exercises.
Since I could no longer devour jellybeans and chips, I devoured this book in about three days. While
certainly not the most scholastic book I’ve ever read, it feels like this fitness guru is just talking to you—
sometimes harshly—and helping you to identify and overcome previous obstacles and failures. He doesn’t
sugarcoat anything and sprinkles in lots of real-life experiences of his or his friends and clients. It’s a quick
and easy read that really spoke to me. Two caveats: (1) His workouts are not for beginners, and there is no
way that I could have done any at the start of my fitness journey (for example, one warm-up exercise is a
two-mile run; I can’t run for two straight minutes!); and (2) His writing is very direct and sometimes
includes PG-13 (or worse) language. Here’s some examples of this via four of my favorite quotes:
•
•
•
•

After discussing that the holdups or issues for most people are often psychological in nature, he
explains that once you master your mind, “Your workouts are reduced to picking sh*t up and
putting it down, and placing one foot in front of the other.” Deep, huh?
From the Chapter titled “Improve Your Self-Image”: “Let your actions dictate your feelings. Don’t
let your feelings dictate your action.”
“Reaching a goal is as simple as applying effort consistently and deliberately, while getting rid of
all the additional [BS}.”
“Fitness is the only area of life where effort is guaranteed to produce results.”

Another genius idea from Maximus Body is trying to get “reps” in throughout the day. Maximus suggests
aiming for 300 reps of any activity (pushups, squats, lunges, etc.) independent of what you do in the gym.
Like doing ten squats every time you stand up from your desk, or five pushups every hour. My husband
and I have a sheet of paper for each day with a grid on it where we log our reps (just jot the number in the
box), our calories and macros (with our daily goal), the amount of water we consume, and our daily
recovery efforts. This is another form of accountability for me and acts somewhat like a checklist, which
keeps me motivated.

Probably my biggest takeaway from this book versus other books, programs, and trainers that I’ve used or
tried over the years is that Maximus distinguishes between exercising and training. In the past, I would
exercise: go to the gym; do the required minutes of cardio or number of reps with the weight I felt
comfortable with; go home sweaty; and wake up a bit sore. Maximus has taught me, instead, to train: to
push myself every single time I am at the gym beyond my comfort zone by “killing my governor,” which is
basically ignoring the part of your mind focused on the temporary pain and telling you to quit, and doing
better (even just slightly) than I did last time. In other words, don’t just go through the motions. As
Dwyane “The Rock” Johnson regularly preaches, “Be the hardest worker in the room.”
In short, if you are like me and want to improve your health but need a good kick in the pants, I highly
recommend this book and the above workout plan, or something that will hold you completely accountable
by indicating exactly what workout to do on what days. By following such a structured plan, I have
completed my seventh week of near-daily exercise while maintaining above-average eating habits. I can
certainly see and feel a difference in myself. And T-minus seven weeks until my cruise!

